
ChatGPT-POWERED 
RECRUITING APP

Reduce costs, efforts & risks



Recruiters know that over 70% of the best candidates aren't 
looking. They spend hundreds of hours researching 
candidates, and most don't respond to emails or InMails. 
Resume filters are inaccurate and manual filtering, 
prioritizing, and writing is difficult and time consuming.

Millions of LinkedIn profiles are fakes. Phishers lure recruiters 
and then send resume with malware that can cost firms 
millions in ransomware and lawsuits. How can you prevent 
this and leverage the latest advancements in ChatGPT, AI, 
and behavioral science, as well as Occupational Network 
(O*NET) data, to pre-assess for the right experience and soft 
skills? Also, personalize phone scripts, email, and LinkedIn 
messages to drive higher response rates and job interest?

“This groundbreaking app with automated ChatGPT 
personalized prompts can save hundreds of hours analyzing 
contacts and personalizing messages.” 
–VP Talent Acquisition, Talend/Qlik

With the RemotelyMe PDQAPP, simply find a contact on 
LinkedIn and click once. The contact’s data is extracted and 
analyzed with AI and neuroscience. Experience, skills, 
interests, and more are combined with ChatGPT, AI, O*NET, 
and neuroscience data and matched against your job 
requirements to determine scores. Also, profiles are flagged 
for suspicious content from phishers or dishonest candidates.

Automated ChatGPT prompts create personalized emails, 
LinkedIn messages, and phone scripts written in the 
contact’s native language. Also, trust-building playbooks that 
can save you hundreds of hours while dramatically increasing 
resonance, response, and hiring rates. Even better, you can 
invite candidates to our exclusive LinkedIn Leaders Forum 
group to entice them to respond.

CLICK HERE TO TRY THE APP FREE

Visit RemotelyMe.com/PDQAPP to find out more.        

✓ Find a prospect on LinkedIn or Sales Navigator

✓ Click once for ChatGPT-powered candidate insights

✓ Extract & analyze LinkedIn data with cognitive AI

✓ Flag suspicious phisher or candidate LinkedIn profiles

✓ Match & score candidate data against job requirements

✓ Pre-assess, screen & prioritize candidates in seconds

✓ Auto-create ChatGPT emails, messages & scripts

✓ Use the LinkedIn Leaders Forum to get more responses

✓ 87% less contact analysis & message creation time

✓ 212% increase in contact resonance and response rates

✓ Money-back guarantee from a veteran-owned firm

“RemotelyMe’s app is way better than personality apps 
and will save us thousands on LinkedIn InMail and 
licensing costs.” --Better Homes & Gardens Real Estate

CLICK HERE to schedule a call & 
qualify to receive a GIFT CARD
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https://remotelyme.com/pricing/
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